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In a recent article in this journal, Bhalerao and Ram1 ap-
proached the Dirac equation in a 111 dimension with the
scalar potential

V~x!5guxu. ~1!

For x.0 the Dirac equation,

F S 1 0

0 21D d

dx
1~m1gx!Gc5S 0 1

1 0DEc, ~2!

reduces to

S 2
d2

dj2 1j2Dc15S E2

g
11Dc1 ,

~3!S 2
d2

dj2 1j2Dc25S E2

g
21Dc2 ,

with j5Ag(m/g1x); c1 and c2 are the upper and th
lower components of the bispinorc, respectively. Forx,0
the Dirac equation takes the form

S 2
d2

dj82 1j82Dc15S E2

g
21Dc1 ,

~4!S 2
d2

dj82 1j82Dc25S E2

g
11Dc2 ,

with j85Ag(m/g2x). The authors of Ref. 1 state that th
solutions of Eqs.~3! are

c15CHn11~j!e2j2/2,
~5!

c25DHn~j!e2j2/2,

whereHn(j) are the Hermite polynomials. Similar solution
are found forx,0. By substituting Eq.~5! into the Dirac
equation, they found1

E56A2~n11!g. ~6!

The continuity of the wave function atx50 leads to the
quantization condition

Hn11~a!56@2~n11!#1/2Hn~a!, ~7!

with

a5
m

Ag
. ~8!
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The authors1 found only the ground-state solution (n50) for
a51/&. No solutions were found by the numerical evalu
tion for n from 1 to 250. Hence, they concluded thatit is not
possible to describe the meson spectrum with Eq. (1) as
quark–antiquark potential when used as a Lorentz scalar
the ~111!-dimensional Dirac equation.1

Equations~3! and ~4! can be cast into the form

d2c1

dh2 2S h2

4
2n2

3

2Dc150,

~9!
d2c2

dh2 2S h2

4
2n2

1

2Dc250,

d2c1

dh82 2S h82

4
2n2

1

2Dc150,

~10!
d2c2

dh82 2S h82

4
2n2

3

2Dc250,

whereh5&j, h85&j8, and

E2

2g
5n11. ~11!

The second-order differential equations~9!–~10! have the
form

y9~z!2S z2

4
1aD y~z!50, ~12!

whose solution is a parabolic cylinder function.2 The
solutions D2a21/2(z) and D2a21/2(2z) are linearly in-
dependent unlessn52a21/2 is a non-negative integer. I
this special circumstanceDn(z) has the peculiar property
that Dn(2z)5(21)nDn(z), and Dn(z) is proportional to
exp(2z2/4)Hn(z/&). In general, the solutions do not exhib
this parity property and can instead be expressed as

c~x.0!5S CDn11~h!

DDn~h! D ,

~13!

c~x,0!5S C8Dn~h8!

D8Dn11~h8! D ,

where the physically acceptable solutionsDn(z) must vanish
in the asymptotic regionuzu→`. When these solutions ar
inserted into the Dirac equation, one obtains
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D

C
5

C8

D8
5

E

A2g
. ~14!

In the last step the recurrence formula,

Dn8~z!2z/2Dn~z!1Dn11~z!50, ~15!

where the prime denotes differentiation with respect toz, has
been used to obtainDn8(z). On the other hand, the matchin
condition atx50 leads to the quantization condition

Dn11~&a!56An11Dn~&a!, ~16!

wherea is given by Eq.~8!. This condition would be equiva
lent to Eq. ~15! of Ref. 1 if n were to be restricted to a
non-negative integer. However, our derivation of the qua
zation condition does not involve such a restriction wh
should not be imposed because the differential equations
c1 andc2 , Eq. ~9! for x.0 and Eq.~10! for x,0, are not
invariant forx→2x.

By solving the quantization condition~16! for n with
the requirement that the solutions of Eq.~12! vanish in
z→1` limit, one obtains the allowed energy levels by i
serting the possible values ofn in Eq. ~11!. In passing, one
should note that those energy levels are symmetrical a
ial
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E50. The numerical solution of Eq.~16! is substantially
simpler whenDn11(&a) is written in terms ofDn8(&a):

Dn8~&a!5F a

&
7An11GDn~&a!. ~17!

Because the normalization of the spinor is not important
the calculation of the spectrum, one can arbitrarily choo
Dn(&a)51. By using a Fehlberg fourth–fifth orde
Runge–Kutta method3 to solve in Eq.~17!, an infinite se-
quence of possible values ofn are found. Fora51/&, the
minus sign gives 1.58031024, 2.681, 5.038,..., whereas th
plus sign gives 1.525, 3.915, 6.210,... .
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In a recent paper, Bhalerao and Ram1 solved the Dirac
equation in 111 dimensions with a Lorentz scalar potent
given by

V~x!5guxu ~g.0! ~1!

and came to the conclusion that the energy levels are g
by

E56A2~n11!g ~nPI!, ~2!

whereI is the set of non-negative integers that satisfy one
the conditions

Hn11~m/Ag!56A2~n11!Hn~m/Ag!. ~3!

Hn(z) is the Hermite polynomial of degreen and m is the
fermion mass. The purpose of this Comment is to point
that the energy spectrum obtained in Ref. 1 is not corr
and to derive the correct one.

Our starting point is Eq.~6a! of Ref. 1. Its general solution
is given by2

c1~j!5CHn~j!e2j2/21DH2n21~ i j!ej2/2, ~4!

wheren[E2/2g, j[(m1gx)/Ag, andHn(z) is the Hermite
function,3 defined as
en

f

t
t,

Hn~z!5
2nG~ 1

2!

GS 12n

2 D FS 2
n

2
,
1

2
;z2D

1
2nG~2 1

2!

GS 2
n

2D zFS 12n

2
,
3

2
;z2D . ~5!

The confluent hypergeometric functionF(a,b;z) is ex-
pressed as

F~a,b;z!5 (
k50

`
~a!k

~b!k

zk

k!
~6!

with (a)051, (a)k5G(a1k)/G(a)5a(a11)•••(a1k
21), k51,2, . . . .

For largez and fixedn, Hn(z) behaves asymptotically a

Hn~z!;~2z!n ~ uzu→`! ~7!

provided that uargzu<3p/42d. Therefore, in order tha
c1(x) be square integrable atx→`, it is necessary and suf
ficient to takeD50 in Eq. ~4!, regardless of the value ofn.
From Eq. ~5a! of Ref. 1 and the identity Hn8(j)
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52nHn21(j), it then follows that the second component
the Dirac bispinorc is given by

c2~j!5C
E

Ag
Hn21~j!e2j2/2. ~8!

Equations~4! ~with D50) and~8! are valid forx>0; for
x<0 they must be replaced by

c1~j8!5C8
E

Ag
Hn21~j8!e2j82/2, ~9a!

c2~j8!5C8Hn~j8!e2j82/2, ~9b!

wherej8[(m2gx)/Ag. The continuity ofc1 and c2 at x
50 leads to the condition

Hn
2~m/Ag!22nHn21

2 ~m/Ag!50. ~10!

This equation is equivalent to Eq.~15! of Ref. 1 @Eq. ~3! of
this Comment# if n is not required to be a non-negative
teger. In Ref. 1, however, this equation is a supplemen
condition imposed on the previously determined energy
els ~2!. Here, in contrast, the energy levels are determ
solely by Eq.~10!.

It remains to be seen whether Eq.~10! has any solutions
In the Appendix, I prove that it has an infinite number
solutions if m50. Unfortunately, I have not been able
generalize the proof to themÞ0 case. However, a numeric
attack to the problem reveals the existence of solutions to
~10! for mÞ0. Table I lists the first five solutions to th
equation for several values ofm.

Table I. First five values ofn[E2/2g for different values ofa[m/Ag.

n a50 a51 a52

n0 0.345 459 1.396 274 3.338 595
n1 1.548 571 3.056 760 5.452 161
n2 2.468 573 4.306 277 7.006 087
n3 3.522 295 5.615 211 8.568 946
n4 4.482 395 6.804 771 9.978 608
m
er
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APPENDIX

Let me show that Eq.~10! has an infinite number of solu
tions if m50. Indeed, in this case Eq.~10! reduces to

f ~n![Hn
2~0!22nHn21

2 ~0!50. ~A1!

It is clear thatn cannot be negative, for thenf (n) is strictly
positive. If n50 or n52k, k a positive integer, then
2nHn21

2 (0) vanishes@in the latter case becauseH2k21(x) is
an odd function ofx] andHn

2(0).0. Therefore,f (n).0 if n
is a non-negative even integer. On the other hand,f (n),0 if
n is a positive odd integer, for thenHn(0)50 and
2nHn21

2 (0).0. Becausef (n) is a continuous function ofn,
one is led to the conclusion thatf (n) vanishes at least onc
in each interval (n,n11), n50,1,2,... . A more refined
analysis, in which one uses the identity@cf. Eq. ~5!#

Hn~0!5
2nG~ 1

2!

GS 12n

2 D , ~A2!

shows thatf (n) in fact vanishes only once in these interva
It follows that the energy levels in the massless case
given by

E56A2nng, ~A3!

with nn satisfyingn,nn,n11, n50,1,2,... .
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3The Hermite functionHn(z) should not be confused with the Hermit
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Peter Palffy-Muhoray has made a very interesting co
ment on the entropy production associated with a temp
ture profile T(x) in a heat conducting rod.1 With constant
thermal conductivity, he shows that anexponentialtempera-
-
a-
ture profile, fitted to the hot and cold boundary temperatu
of the rod, results in lower entropy production than does
linear profile observed by Irena Danielewicz-Ferchmin a
A. Ryszard Ferchmin.2 Palffy-Muhoray correctly points ou
Note on ‘‘Comment on ‘A check of Prigogine’s theorem of minimum
entropy production in a rod in a nonequilibrium stationary state,’
by Irena Danielewicz-Ferchmin and A. Ryszard Ferchmin’’
†Am. J. Phys. 68 „10…, 962–965 „2000…‡, by Peter Palffy-Muhoray
†Am. J. Phys. 69 „7…, 825–826 „2001…‡
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that despite itslower entropy production, the exponentia
profile has never been observed. Thus Prigogine’s theo
~minimum entropy production for observed nonequilibriu
stationary states!3 is violated in this case.

Prigogine’s theorem states that ‘‘in the linear regime,
total entropy production in a system subject to flow of ene
and matter...reaches a minimum value at the nonequilibr
steady state.’’3 Alternatively, the theorem can be stated
‘‘...the steady state of a system in which an irreversible p
453 Am. J. Phys., Vol. 70, No. 4, April 2002
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cess occurs is that state for which the rate of entropy prod
tion has the minimum value consistent with the constrai
which prevent the system from reaching equilibrium.’’4 Ref-
erence 4 continues: ‘‘This attractively simple criterion for t
steady state is, unfortunately, not always valid.’’ Klein illu
trates this point by considering the evolution of a simp
nonequilibrium problem, for which the minimum entrop
production solution is close to, but different from the actu
solution.4
r

Fig. 1. Two-roll, four-roll, and six-roll
stationary stable flows for a two-
dimensional ideal gas with Rayleigh
number of 40 000 and Prandtl numbe
of unity.
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Because the exponential profile is not stationary~because
]T/]t}]2T/]x2 is nonzero!, one might argue that this profil
does not constitute a violation of the theorem. A differe
type of failure of the theorem can result in nonequilibriu
problems that have several stable stationary solutions,
just one ~for fixed boundary conditions!. Two-dimensional
Rayleigh–Be´nard flow is an example.5 In this case heat flows
upward, against gravity, in a heat-conducting viscous co
pressible fluid. The fluid is confined between reservo
maintained at different boundary temperatures. There ca
several different stationary solutions, with the observed
depending~sensitively! on the initial conditions of the fluid.
Figure 1 shows three different Rayleigh–Be´nard flows for an
ideal gas law fluid with constant viscosity and conductivi
The dimensionless ratio of the kinematic viscosity and
thermal diffusivity is unity. The three stationary flows a
stable to small perturbations, match the boundary conditio
vanishing flow velocity and fixed temperature at the top a
bottom boundaries, and satisfy all three conservation la
The six-roll solution has the least energy of the three. T
rate of growth from a motionless initial condition is faste
for the four-roll solution. The entropy productions for th
three solutions are not at all equal:5

Ṡ6,Ṡ4,Ṡ2 .

Nevertheless, by choosing appropriate initial conditions a
one of the three solutions can result.5 The existence of the
454 Am. J. Phys., Vol. 70, No. 4, April 2002
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three solutions shows that—even in the restricted case o
stationary states—Prigogine’s theorem does not hold.
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